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wenn Kore bei jenem nicht eine hundertfältige Märchenblume
(hymn. H. II, 8ff.; vgl. 425 ff.), sondern konkret Narzissen zum
Verhängnis werden (Paus. IX, 3I, 9), die, vorgriechischen Na
mens, samt Krokusflor den beiden "Großen Göttinnen", d.h.
chthonischen Mächten heilig waren (Soph. Oed. Col. 682ff.),
und wenn Pamphos schließlich der älteste Gesang auf die Cha
riten ohne deren zahlenmäßige oder namentliche Fixierung zu
geschrieben wird (IX, 35, 4), was ihn ebenso auf homerische
Stufe stellen könnte wie das Wissen um Poseidon als lnnwv
Öwrfjea (VII, 21, 9; vgl. ebd. Hom. Il. XXIII, 584), so sind das
zwar in keinem ;J;>unkte zwingende Beweise, doch immerhin
Indizien für altes Uberlieferungsgut, das, zu Unrecht oder Recht,
unter einem ehrwürdigen Namen auf uns gekommen ist. Es
scheint, daß auch der Name Pamphos in jene Frühzeit weist, da
Linos noch nicht Musenheros, sondern Gott in Tod und Auf
erstehung war, und Lust mit Leid vermischt im Lied des ster
bend Künftigen sich löste.

Düsse1dorf Reinhard Häußler

THE PROBLEM OF MOTIVATION

IN THE

SUPPLICES OF AESCHYLUS

With the publication in 1952 of Oxyrhynchus Papyrus
2256 fr. 3 one of the outstanding problems of Aeschylean stu
dies, the dating of the Supplices, was at length resolved to the
satisfaction of the great majority of classical scholars. Yet des
pite this the play continues to prove a source of fundamental
difficulty'not least to those who have attempted to reconstruct
the trilogy to which it is generally accepted to have be10nged 1).
Reconstructions after all which, in the absence of direct indica
dons from the lost plays, are built upon foundations as variable

I) A full and eritical survey of available external evidenee and pos
sible restorations of the Aesehylean myth is given by Garvie: Aeschylus'
Supplices: Play and Trilagy Cambridge 1969 eh. 5.
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and often as selfcontradicting as those of the Danaid myth must
inevitably governed, once they have moved beyond the most
basic of details, by the individual's assessment oE the only in
disputable material at bis disposal, in this case the surviving
play, and if this is at fault there can be little hope for any realistic
understanding of the trUo s a whole. It is unfortunate that on
tbis very point the Sup so much trouble, for the
flight of the Danaids from Egypt to the land oE their ancestress
10, and in partieular the motivation which prompts it will colour
the action not only of one play but also oE those to follow, in
which we expect some working out the problem set
before uso question therefore is: do the Danaids flee because

refuse the advances oE the sons of Aegyptus, or because
the whole idea oE marriage is abhorrent to them? IE the former
is the case then the murder of suitors contained in myth
and thought to have taken place in the second play 017 in the
interval between the second and tbird, removes the cause oE

grievance if not guilt. IE, on the other hand, they are
totally adverse to we should expect the matter to ex-
tend even Eurther beEore any denouement.

At the beginning oE his book The Motif of 10 in Aeschylus'
Suppliants 2) R.D. Murray summarises the various ideas held by
scholars on the question oE motivation, but it may be worth-
while to repeat the most notable Wilamowitz 3) writes: HEr
Ci. e. der Chor) erklärt der mit den Ägyptern a'ih:oysvst
q;v~avo(!{q. entflohen zu sein aus angeborener Männerfeind
schaft. Und daß ich dies durch das ganze Drama verkennen
konnte, ist wirklich beschämend, denn überall spricht der
Chor von seinem Abscheu gegen die Verbindung nicht bloß
diesen Freiern, sondern überhaupt mit dem Manne." This gene
ral aspect of the Danaids' motivation is emphasised too
Vürtheim 4), who refers to absolute MännerEeindschaEt
cher lebensvollen Kinder.", by Mazon5): "Mais Danaides
n' ont pas horreur seulement des pretendants bruteaux qui veu
lent les prendre de force; elles ont horreur du marriage lui
meme.", Robertson6): "The real issue seems to the right oE

2) Princeton
3) lnt'ertJret,ztionm Berlin 1914, p. 15.
4) Amsterdam 1928, p. 4.
5) 7·
6) Thc Tri/0lU' Classical Review 1924 p. 51-3.
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women to refuse to be forced into marriage. The Danaids' ha
tred of marriage is indeed meant to be fanatical - their constant
harping on Epaphus' virginal conception is a significant sym
bol, - but fundamentally they are justified. The crime of the
sons of Aegyptus is their determination to force themselves on
unwilling brides.", and by Spier 7): "It is tempting to interpret
the Suppliants' aversion to the Egyptians as the flight from
marriage in general. The threat to their virginity may be con
sidered to be the real issue at hand.". In contrast to this in that
they postulate a more spedfic cause for the actions of the Dana
ids are those like Weir-Smyth8): "To my thinking this much is
clear - the very style of their vehement and passionate detesta
tion proves that the maidens fear and hate the brutality of their
cousins because they are the object of their wanton pursuit.",
Thomson&): "Why are the Danaids opposed to marriage with
their cousins? It is not merely that their suitors are proud and
violent.... The objection of the Danaids is of a more concrete
nature; it is that the match is unlawful, unholy, what we would
call incestuous.", and RidgewaylO): "Clearly then, when the
Danaids complain that their cousins are fordng on them an un
natural union, they take their stand on the doctrine of exo
gamy.". A third group of scholars, it may be noted, accepts the
basic ambiguity and either leaves it at that, or else considers it of
lesser importance than the actual fact of fleeing. These include
Lattimore 11): "The girls are fleeing from marriage. That they
are fleeing is more important than why.", Lesky12): "In the
course of the play we sometimes get the impression that they
simply fled from brutal suitors, whereas other passages suggest a
general aversion to the marriage bond.", and most recently
Garvie 13) who can see no fully acceptable solution to the prob
lem.

Throughout all this, however, there runs adefinite tendency
on the part of the commentators to regard every statement
made by those involved in the action of the play regarding mo
tivation as being of uniform interpretative importance, and

7) The Motivefor the Suppliants' Flight Classical Journal 1962 p. 3I 5-17.
8) Aeschylean Tragedy Berkeley 1924 p. 58.
9) Aeschylus and Athens London 1966 p. 289.
10) Origin 01 Tragedy Cambridge 1910 p. 193.
II) The Poetry 01 Greek Tragedy Baltimore 1958 p. 19.
12) Greek Tragedy trans. Frankfort London 1965 p. 69.
13) Op. eh. p. 221fT.
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consequently a faHure on their part to recognise what I hope to
show is adefinite ambivalence in the very nature of the role
played by the Danaids. No one deny the singularity of the
Supplices as a play. The chorus, present as it is throughout, must
fulfil the functions not only of a chorus proper, but also those

protagonist. The result certainly is impressive; it led
many to misinterpret the portrayal of Danaus as indicative of
primitive technique emerging out of the single-actor period.
instead of the natural result of taking the initiative for action
out the hands of the actors; and it produces a situation, un
equalled in Aeschylus, one element in the play having so great
a degree of influence as to dominate every scene. No actor, ex
cept perhaps Prometheus, can command so large a portion of
the audience's attention, and only Ednyes of the Eumenides
come anywhere elose to equalling in chorus-actor relation-
ship. The Danaids then fulfil a twofold role, the one controlling
through the stasima much of the emotional content of the play,
the other through the tdmeters of the coryphaeus and the lyric
sections of such as epirrhematic scenes the direction
the action is to take. In this sense roles is
based not on mette but rather on dramatic function cho-
rus fulfils. The problem is whether their statements form a
concerted whole or are divided into definite parallel strata coin
ciding with role they happen to be at any particular
time. This is what I hope to demonstrate is in fact the case:
that their statements, and what comes out of their statements,
their attitude towards marriage, is multiple, depending on
whether they are portraying the protagonist of the action or
chorus proper, and ineludes that pedod at the beginning and
end of the play when one might expect a synthesis of the two.

As protagonist the Danaids are anything but forthcoming
in the disclosure of motives, and indeed the main passage
to be included in this section, 330--40, 1s renowned for the diffi
culties it provides for both understanding and int:eq::>retatiOll,
so much so that Wilamowitz was led to suggest a lacuna befme
and after 337. That such a course, would destroy the
obvious antithesis which exists between and has been
amply demonstrated by Garvie 14). The for coming
dialogue is the statement of the chorus at 330-32:

14) Op. cit. p. 221.

2 Rhein. Mus. 1. Philol. N. F. CXVII, 1/2
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bU:;l 7:t, rrlJX€t 7:r;'I'O' a'l'llw"'ttu7:o'l' pvyi;'I'
'XÜU€t'I' lr; "Aeyor; 'Xijoor; eyye'l'sr; 7:0 :Jt(}t'l',
tx(Jet pe7:a:Jtrowvua'l' eV'I'a{w'l' yapw'l';

Here the Danaids describe the wonder at their
return to the land their ancestress "out of hatred for the mar
riage bed". Certainly eiJ'I'atwv yapw'l' is sufficiently vague to be
taken as indicative ofa generalloathing ofmarriage on their part,
but such a view would be to misinterpret the reason it was
ineluded by the poet in the place. Its function is not so
much to explain the motivation of the Danaids as to serve as an
inducement for Pelasgus to enter upon aperiod of rapid dia
logue. This he does with the question that they stipulate the
exact reason they came:

.t PfJ' ['XveZu(Jat rwvo' ayw'l'twv (Jewv,
A€VXOUT:epeZ, exovua 'l'eooee:Jtmvr; x),aoov,;

The reply brings us elose to specific, perhaps as
elose as we can faidy hope to get at this stage without an actual
statement on their part that it is the marriage with the sons of
Aegyptus that they will not accept, 335 :

What they fear is they become subject to cousins,
not that they do not relish the idea of marriage. It is interesting
to note here the use of the word opw{r;; taken in the sense found
at Septem 363 it could mean a woman taken in war, and this
would be in keeping with that version of the myth supposedly
given in the epic 'Danais' , of a war in Egypt before the flight to
Argos. The absence, however, of any development of trus idea
is a powerful argument against its acceptance. On the other hand,
following Suppiices 977 and Choephoroe 719, it need mean no
more than a serving woman, and trus is probably the case here,
though it does remain a .. ity that it has inherent witrun it
the thought of what the aids consider will be their treatment
if ever they fall into the hands of their cousins: that they will be
treatect as little better than slaves. This would certainly be in
accord with what we have heard of the sons of Aegyptus as
brutal and suitors, but there is little supporting
dence for the suggestion except the impression produced by the
playas a whole. What is certain is that they will not accept their
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cousins as masters. The answer, however, does not satisfy Pelas
gus and again he seeks clarification, this time of the reason for
their independent attitude: whether trus sterns from hatred or is
a legal issue, 336:

As such the question is somewhat redundant in view of
[XOet in 332, but if the discussion is to proceed rationally as
Pelasgus wants it to, he must discover to his own satisfaction
the motivation berund the reply he has just received rather than
assurne any connection between 33 2 and 33 515). What follows
may be taken in several different ways. The responses given to
Pelasgus' enquiries can hardly be termed answers as such, and
it is perhaps trus very fact that led Wilamowitz to suggest la
cunae, but such a course, like that of Hiltbrunner who rear
ranges the text 16), is not absolutely essential to sense. If we ac
cept the actions of the chorus as the product of a purely emo
tional approach to their situation17), then it would be natural for
them to pay little attention to any attempts to rationalize the
problem. They know that they hate their suitors and this is all
they are willing to consider; all else they brush to one side. So it
is that the question of 336, instead of being answered, is coun
tered by another, 337:

The text, that of Murray's second edition, differs from that
found in M on two points, one more important than the other
for the present enquiry. Whether the reading cptAovC; the adjective
or noun, or cptAOVa' the participle, proves the more acceptable
depends on which side the action implicit in the word is seen as
stemming from; in either case the emotion remains the same,
and this is the important point. Its function is to answer and

15) To interpret Oe/uc; as indicative of the match being incestuous
cannot be seriously considered unless the Aeschylean myth omitted the
eventual union of Hypermnestra and Lynceus, cf. Garvie p. 216.

16) Wiederholungs- und Motivtechnik bei Aischylos Gätt. Diss. Bern
1950 p. 19 ff.

17) For the emotional role of the chorus throughout Greek tragedy
see Dale The Chorus in the Action of Creek Tragedy in Classical Drama and its
Influence: Essays Presented to H.D. F. Kitto London 1965 p. 15-27.
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confirm the Ex()eay of the previous line, and to achieve this by the
sense of sarcasm that is dominant throughout. More fundamental
are the remedies proposed for the WYOl7:0 of 1I1:E. Wilamowitz
and Murray follow Robortellus in retaining the accent and e
mending the word to OYOlTO; Wecklein on the other hand, follow
ed by Mazon, changes the accent to produce OWOlro. The alter
natives thus produced might be taken as: "Who would find
fault with masters that one loved?" and "Who would purchase
masters that were dear/related to one?". Of these the first seems
admirably to suit the question that prompts it: "Do you mean
through hatred or a legal objection?", to which the essence of
the Danaids' reply is: "What objection would we have to this
marriage if our reason for shunning it were not hatred ?". On
the other hand the exchange of property implicit in OWOl7:0 does
seem to be in accord with what follows, Pelasgus' statement at
33 8 :

In this sense the arguments are balanced, and it is perhaps
unreasonable to hope that adefinite answer to the problem will
ever be advanced. Again the reply of the Danaids is enigmatic,
339:

Do we take anaAAay~ as divorce or merely escape, and is ovaTv
XOVYTWya genitive of separation or a genitive absolute meaning
"when things go badly" ?18). It may be that this is 1ess important
than the fact that here too one statement is countered by an
other, and indeed ambiguity at this point was possibly the ex
press aim of the poet in order to emphasise the rift that separates
the approach of the two parties to the problem. The Danaids
continually refuse to be drawn into a logical discussion and
reveal in a clear form the true motives for their actions, with the
result that Pelasgus' next statement has all the air of coming
from one giving up in exasperation the line he has so far follow
ed in favour of one that may bring a better response, 340:

18) The interpretation of this Une is discussed by Garvie p. 219f.
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In aH oE this then there is lÜde that one can point to with any
certainty as motivation; only 33 5 comes elose to providing the
answer we seek, and here the reason is specific they do not
want to be subservient to their cousins.

EIsewhere, the theme oE motivation appears in the ana
paestic passage at 9GGff., in which the chorus, acting as a cor
porate protagonist, ask that their Eather might return so as to
advise them on the type oE accomodation they should choose in
the city. Note the lines 975 ff.:

~vv 7:' eiJuAe{q. uai apiYJvhq>
ßa~et Aawv syxwgwv

7:aaaer;()e, q;{Aat (JJlw{(Jer;, OV7:Wr;
wr; sq;' liu6.a7:'(J tJteuA~gwaev

Llavadr; ()eganov7:{(Ja q;egv~v.

Taking sq;' liuaa7:D as referring to the Danaids themselves and
not as Weir-Smyth does, to the handmaidens, ()eganov7:[(Ja
q;egvf;v can only mean "as a dowry consisting oE handmaidens"
as it does in LSJ. As such can one reaHy believe that Danaus
would give a dowry to bis daughters knowing them to be ad
verse to marriage in general as opposed to the specific marriage
with the sons oE Aegyptus, or that the Danaids would recognise
such a dowry iE their objection were general instead of specific?

Less elear on the other hand are their statements in the epir
rhematic exchange with Pelasgus, 392f.:

, I , '5" , t: I

Jl11 7:t n07: ovv yeVotJlav vnoxetgwr;
ugauatv agaßvwv.

and 42G:

yvw()t (J' i5ßgtv avegwv

At first sight it would appear that these are expressions of gene
ralised opposition to the very idea oE marriage itse1f, though
they occur in places where, given the validity oE the present
thesis, one would have expected references to something more
specific. However, while the possibility of their being excep
tions to the general tendency so far observed cannot be ruled
out, it would be as weH to bear in mind the words of Elisei19):
"E caratteristico aHa natura umana, nei momenti di forti ten-

19) Le Dal1aidi l1eJle Supplici di EschiJo Studi Italiani di Filologia Clas
sica 1928 p. 207.
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sione psiduca di preferire l'espressione generica alla particolare" .
On both occasions the chorus is nearing a climax in its efforts to
persuade Pelasgus to accept their position as suppliants, and
undoubtedly the transference of their objections to marriage
from the specific to the general is a forceful means of increasing
the vehemence of their arguments. Yet even without trus ex
planation in dramatic terms of the passages involved, the speci
fic mention ofthe sons of Aegyptus at 387ff., immediately prior
to the first instance, and the reference at 423 ff. to the possibility
of the abduction of the Danaids from the altars, again only fea
sible in the context of the sons of Aegyptus, do much to set
these 'general' statements of the chorus in a specific frame of
reference, in trus way lessening and even reversing their overall
impact as such.

As a chorus proper the Danaids are not merely a continua
tion of their role of protagonist, and we cannot rightly expect
them to be so. True they are the same persons, caught in the
same dramatic situation, but their function must of necessity
grow wider so as to produce the backcloth as it were against
which the action is highlighted. In this respect the Supplices is
not unique among the plays of Aeschylus; in the Eumenides too
the Erinyes are at one time actor and at another chorus. It is for
this reason that at 526 ff. they can sing in praise of moderation,
warn against i(ßelc;, and advocate reverence for (jb~'YJ; in other
words the very morality towards which the action of the play is
proceeding, while but sixty lines later, at 585 ff., their sole ob
jective is the relentless prosecution of their victim regardless of
his motives or duty in the act of avenging his father. I do not
wish to place too great emphasis upon this comparison; what
contrast there is is temporary and not representative of the play
as a whole. The difference indeed may be no more than one of
degree rather than actual inconsistency, but the difference does
exist. Similarly, a widening of outlook is at work in the Supplices
also, a widening of the specific objections of the Danaids against
their cousins to the general one of objection to marriage itself.

The first stasimon they open with an appeal to their ances
tor, Epaphos born of Zeus, and to Zeus rumself on whom they
call to witness the vßelc; of man, I04ff.:

Mta()w (j' elc; vßetv
ßechswv, aZa vsaCsl
nv()p.~v (jt' ap.dv yap.av is()aAevc;
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Though it is the sons of Aegyptus from whom they have sought
protection in the land of Apia, the complaint they utter is not
specifically against them, but rather against a fault which they
impute to all men 20). At this point at least the observation made
by Winnington-Ingram21) is certainly valid: "If we want a for
mula that will cover all the facts, we can do no better than to
say that the violent approach of the sons ofAegyptus has warped
the feminine instincts of the Danaids and turned them against
marriage as such." Later in the ode they appeal to Artemis, the
virgin goddess, 144ff.:

eÜovaa b' av
eSAovaav ayva ft' 8JuMr:w LllOf; uoea
exovaa asW' evwm' a-
acpaUa, naVit bi aebEt

t blWYflOli1l b' aacpaAsaf;
abflijiof;, abfl~7:a

evawf; ysvsaew.

The sentiments they express here, the idea of virginity, which
they derive ultimately from 10 despite the fact that at 293 ff. they
admit her violation by Zeus from the very beginning, are rein
forced by the refrain that surrounds the antistrophe, 141 ff.
l)I ff.:

ansefla aSflvfif; flsya flaieof;, svvaf;
avbewv, ee,
ayaflov abaflaiov sucpvyeiv.

The reference is to themselves; they ultimately are the aneefla
aSflvfif; flsya flaieof;; their wish is that they remain unwedded. It
goes without saying that the occurence of abflijiof;, abfl~ia,

ayaflov and abaflaiov within so short a distance is a forceful in
dication of their insistence upon this point.

Similar to the first ode the second, 524-599, after Pelasgus
leaves to consult the Argive people, contains an appeal. On the
previous occasion it was Zeus who was called upon to witness

20) Significantly the word ßeOTOVr; occurs in a general sense six lines
earlier.

21) The Danaid Tri/ogy 01 Aeschy/us Journal of Hellenic Studies 1961
p. 141-52.
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iJßew ßeouwv; here it is again Zeus and avoewv iJßew. In both
the idea of revulsion against the advances and wantonness of
males in general is the prime focus of interest; the cousins
throughout are lost from sight.

As the play proceeds and the tension rises with the sighting
of the Egyptian fleet, so the feelings of the Danaids become in
creasingly violent and extreme. Their threat in the third ode at
788ff. is again general:

OÜOtflt 0' av floealflov
ßeoxov iVXSlV t sv aaeyavau; t,
netV (1voe' ansmmlv ifPOS xetwpOijval xeo t.

as is 798 f. and 804f.:

, -" J. ß'new uatumeor; Ul-
uaeo{ar; yaflov uveijaat, ...
ned uoliar; yaWJA{ov ivXdw.

Among the best indications that the Danaids as chorus are
more than a mere extension of their role as protagonist is per
haps the way in which they are made to fulfil a common purpose
of the tragic chorus: that of wishing blessings upon their hosts.
At 674ff., in apparent disregard of everything they have so far
said, they call upon Artemis, who as virgin they have already
invoked for their own protection, to watch over the childbirth
of the Argive women. Certainly the person of the goddess
throughout antiquity was one marked by complexity, the fact
that she was at the same time Semele, Hecate, and the Huntress,
but it is questionable whether this is sufficient to explain the in
dusion of such an aspect here while retaining any daim to a
consistent treatment of the chorus. Surely it is a dear indication
that Aeschylus never regarded the character or function of the
chorus in this playas a unity, but rather that he deliberately alter
ed the slant and tone of their words to fit the role they were to
play at any one moment.

Only one aspect of the Danaids' role remains to be examin
ed: that of the parodos and exodos. In both of these the chorus
is charged with the task of either setting out the basic situation
or bringing the play to some sort of condusion, and as a result
one might expect the double theme of aversion to the specific
marriage with the sons of Aegyptus and aversion to marriage in
general to be here synthesised into one.
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The processional anapaests of the parodos contain two pas
sages which may be considered in this respect. The first is beset
with difficulties of both text and interpretation, 8 ff. :

dAX avroysvst cpveavoetq.
yap,ov Alyvmov nat(jwv dasßfj T'

ovoTaC6psval <&avolav).

cpveavoeta as well as being a correction of cpvAa~avOeav in M is
also ana~ Asy6psvov, and although it has found acceptance with
the vast majority of scholars, the fact that it does produce a
word found nowhere else in extant Greek literature should be
borne in mind. More important, however, is the meaning of
aVToysVet which, though a correction of M, is the more accept
able by virtue of its occurence elsewhere. Conceivably it may be
taken as either "kindred", 1. e. sprung from the same stock, or
"self-produced", but the analogy of other words compounded
with avro- makes the latter interpretation almost certain, that
is their shunning of men is innate and natural to them. As such
the reference is undoubtedly to be taken as general and perhaps
for this very reason the more acceptable in that line 8 would then
give the overall picture to be immediately defined by what fol
lows as the marriage with the sons of Aegyptus that is shun
ned 22).

The second passage, 37-9, is more specific in that the Da
naids pray that their cousins may be destroyed before they have
the opportunity of forcing a wedding upon them:

n(!tv n07:13 Abn:(!wv, wv Oipu; e'teYI3l,
acps7:l3gl~6.psvol naTga(jÜcpSlav
7:1}v(j' dxovrwv lmßfjval.

The complaint is not against marriage as such; true the mention
of AEXr(!WV dx6vrwv may seem to indicate something very dose
to this idea, but it surrounds a point that is truly specific, the
acpS7:l3(!l~6.PI3YOl narga(jÜcpslav, and which itself introduces two
themes. First there is the idea of appropriation inherent in the
participle; the cousins will be taking something that is not right-

22) Garvie op. eit. p. 222 interprets the funetion of the passage as
providing an antithesis between the foreed banishment of lines 6-7 and the
voluntary eseape from marriage eoneeived by the Danaids themselves.
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fully theirs, the na7:(}aM?t.gJsw:v 23), a word which sets out not only
the relationship between the two parties but also the source of
this relationship, Danaus, and it is he who stands at the centre of
the fundamental unwillingness with which the match is viewed.
Further, the clause 6)1' etflu; st(}YSt need not refer to any specific
point of law, but to the very fact that one side is acting against
the wishes of the other.

The exode is somewhat different; here the Danaids are
able to maintain the vehemence of their feelings because of
balance provided by a second chorus of handmaidens. Yet
despite this the basic ambiguity of their feelings towards marri
age remains. At 1030 they appeal to Artemis once again, but this
is followed immediate1y by the wish that marriage, when it does
come, will not be one forced upon them, a curious mixture of
specific and general, and the result perhaps of adesire on the
part of Aeschylus for a contrast between Artemis and Aphrodite
at the end of this play, a contrast which looks forward to de
ve10pments in the following plays:

entoot 0' "A(}UflU; ayva
O"7:o?t.ov obmCoflba, fl170' im' avayxa~
yafloc; e?t.Oot K vOs(}etac;'

Later come the lines l052f. and 1062f.:

ofleyac; Zsvc; anaM~at
yaflov A lyvn7:oysvfj flOt . ..
Zsv~ ava~ anoau(}ot -
17 yaflov ovO"avo(}a

This time the passages agree in outlook; the Danaids are fleeing
a marriage being forced upon them, but again it would be un
wise in these c10sing lines of the play to look for too great a
degree of agreement between the attitude taken here and what
has gone before. If what we know of the rest of the trilogy is
correct, these lines are probably prospective, a reference to the
eventual marriage of the Danaids with their cousins and the act
of murder.

23) For the question of endogamy v. exogamy and the status of the
Danaids see Thomson Aeschylus and Athens p. 289f., and Macurdy Had thc
Danaid Trilogya Social Problem? Classical Philology 1944 p. 95-100.
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In addition to the information given by the chorus itse1f
concerning the motivation that lies behind its flight there re
mains one source of information so far untouched, Danaus him
self, the shadowy father figure almost edipsed dramatically by
his daughters yet providing them at both the beginning and
end of the play with detailed instructions that go far in adding
shape to the action. At 223-8 he tells them to sit at the common
altar of the gods, and by an image taken from nature describes
their flight:

ep aYPqJ 0' Bapoq wq nSAetaOUw
t:!;saOs ~de'Xwp TWP opondewp qJoßep,
ex()ewp opa{pwp 'Xai ptat1JOPTWP yboq.
nwq 0' ap yapwp o.'Xovaap o.'XOPToq naea
aypoq Y8POlT' o.P;

With the picture of the pursuer and pursued firmly established
it is easy to interpret the words ptalPOPTWP yEPOq as an indication
of attempted incest on the part of the cousins, and to attribute
this to the Danaids as a motive for fleeing Egypt. More accept
able, however, is to take the image as a whole. The predominant
impression is one not of defilement by incest but of violence
pure and simple. The dove and hawk are op6nUeOl and even
8patpOl, but at the same time ex()eo{, the quality which becomes
paramount when one attacks the other. This is then trans
ferred to the case in point; exOeo{ becomes a'Xovaap o.'XOPToq
naea. Just as one bird is savaged and eaten by another, so the
Danaids are being sought in marriage by force. What is in dispute
is not marriage between cousins but forced marriage. The image
of one bird attacking another becomes a reference not to marriage
within the yEPOq but to violence within the yboq, in this case
violence seen as arising from a specific source.

A final passage occurs at 996ff. Danaus instructs his daugh
ters as they prepare to enter the city, just as at I76ff. he advised
them in their behaviour at the approach of Pelasgus:

vpfiq 0' enat1Jw Pl] 'Xawtaxvpst1J ept,
weap exovaaq T11Po' en{aTesnToP ßeoTolq.
destp' onwea 0' sVqJvAa'XToq ovoapwq'
()ijesq oe 'X'YJea{povat 'Xai ßeOTO{ - T{ P~P;
"ai 'XpwoaAa nTSeOVPTa 'Xai nsooaußij.

t 'XaenwpaTa aTa!;OPTa 'X'YJevaaet Kvnetq
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Ul.lAWea UWAVOVaaV fJwa/l,EVetV eeqJ, t
uai nae()ivwv XAu5alatV evp,oeTOU; ent
nii<;; Tt<;; naeeAfJwv Op,p,aTO<;; fJeAU.1}eWV
.O~evp,' enep,VJev, Ipieov 'VtudJp,evo<;;.
neO<;; TaVTa p,~ nafJwp,ev ('I>v no}.v<;; novo<;;
nOAv<;; (j8 novio<;; ovveu' neofJrj (joet,
p,rj(j' alaXo<;; ijp,lV, ij(jOV1}V (j' lxfJeOl<;; lp,Ol<;;
nea~wp,ev.

Were one to argue that the Danaids were hostile to all marriage
there would seem little point to Danaus' words here. Against
this on the other hand has to be balanced the fact that it is not
so much the actions of his daughters that inspires the cancern
here expressed as the reaction their beauty may produce in the
citizens of Argos. Certainly the image of 998 ff. would suggest
the possibility of seduction with all the attendant complications
and dangers this would produce for non-citizen residents, and
indeed Danaus has already stated the ease with which metics can
come into disfavour, 994f.

nii<;; (j' Sv p,eiotuqJ yAwaaav eVivuov Tieet
uaxr)v, .0 .' elnelv evnei8<;; p,vaayp,a nw<;;.

Once again the possibility of a double interpretation arises, and
again the probability is that the passage was designed not so
much to give significance to the present play but to those that
were to follow.

Throughout the present paper I have attempted to suggest
that the question of motivation, like many of the problems of
interpretation in the Supplices stems from the unique position
held by the chorus. In view of this I have tried to show that a
unified approach is not in fact feasible, but that rather it is pos
sible to discern within what the Danaids say adefinite and delib
erate stratification of themes running parallel to the dramatic
force they are required to fulfil at any particular moment, now
general now specific. The question remains to be asked, how
ever, which interpretation is to be taken as most relevant to the
action of the drama as a whole, and by extension to the trilogy.
Are the Danaids adverse to marriage as a whole or only to that
with their cousins? In answer, given the validity of the present
thesis, there can be little doubt that the principal interest of the
play lies with the Danaids as protagonist. As such their objec-
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tions are spedfic; they will not marry their cousins, and it is al
most certainly the resolution of this aspect of their nature that
provided the main theme of the two plays that were to follow.

University College, Cardiff S. Ireland

TIME AND THE HERO:
THE MYTH OF NEMEAN I

Nemean 1. 46-7 is a notoriously difficult passage:

ayxofl,SvOtr; be xeovol;
'ljJvXal; aninvevaev tteUwv aqJl.l7:wv.

Time caused the life to be breathed out of the (snakes') un
speakable limbs as they were being strangled.

In 1962 Gerber took up again the defence of the manuscript
reading xeovol; against Roell and Hartman's emendation ßeoX0l;,
accepted by Bowra in the Oxford Text. Gerber pointed out, as
had Hermann Fränkel, the active force which Pindar attributes
to timel). More recently Vivante, following up Fränkel's ap
proach, has stressed Pindar' s tendency to conceive of time not in
terms of a chronological sequence of days, months, or years,
but in terms of the fulfilment and achievement which time
brings (see especially O. 10. 51-9 and N. 4. 41-4) 2). Time, then,
is the expression of a "mythical design" which is "laid over the
time of nature. What stands out are signs showing the way to
some crowning achievement" 3). This view of time Vivante
calls "mythical time".

I) D.E. Gerber, "What Time Can Do (Pindar, Nemean 1. 46-7),"
TAPA 93 (1962) 30-33 who provides a survey ofearlier scholarship; Her
mann Fränkel, "Die Zeitauffassung in der frühgriechischen Literatur," in
Wege und Formen jrÜhgriechischen Denkens (Munich 1960) IO-II, who de
scribes chronos in N. 1. 69 as "der eigentliche Vollstrecker der Tötung" (10).
Gildersleeve also favored the ms. reading: see Cl 49 (1953/4) 219: "Chro
nos is personification: Time has its hands." Bowra has now gone back to
the ms. reading in his book, Pindar (Oxford 1964) p. 381, with note 1.

2) Paolo Vivante, "On Time in Pindar," Arethusa 5 (1972) 107-31.
3) lbid.) II 1.


